ABSTRACT. Salem and Zygmund showed that the Gaussian law holds for Hadamard sequences of real numbers while Mary Weiss proved a similar result for the law of the iterated logarithm. In the present paper, the author obtains corresponding results for lacunary sets of characters of an arbitrary infinite compact abelian group. It is shown that the laws are best satisfied for a certain class of lacunary sets but that modified results apply to more general classes. 1 1.1. Edwards, Hewitt and Ross [1] conjecture that general classes of lacunary sets of characters of a compact abelian group exhibit properties similar to those known to hold for Hadamard sets of integers. Such a property which has been shown to hold in the abstract setting is the Fatou-Zygmund property (see Edwards, Hewitt and Ross [2] and Drury [1]). Two theorems describing the behaviour of Hadamard sequences are analogous to well-known theorems in probability theory dealing with sequences of independent random variables. These are the Gaussian law or Liapounov's theorem (see Gnedenko [1, §42]) and the law of the iterated logarithm or Kolmogorov's theorem (see Kolmogorov [1]). In this paper we demonstrate that both theorems hold for certain subclasses of Steckin sets of characters of an arbitrary infinite abelian group. R. C. Baker [1] has produced results in connection with the Gaussian law. We clarify and extend these results. We begin by stating the theorems we will be concerned with as they apply to sequences of independent random variables on a probability space.
1.1. Edwards, Hewitt and Ross [1] conjecture that general classes of lacunary sets of characters of a compact abelian group exhibit properties similar to those known to hold for Hadamard sets of integers. Such a property which has been shown to hold in the abstract setting is the Fatou-Zygmund property (see Edwards, Hewitt and Ross [2] and Drury [1] ). Two theorems describing the behaviour of Hadamard sequences are analogous to well-known theorems in probability theory dealing with sequences of independent random variables. These are the Gaussian law or Liapounov's theorem (see Gnedenko [1, §42] ) and the law of the iterated logarithm or Kolmogorov's theorem (see Kolmogorov [1] ). In this paper we demonstrate that both theorems hold for certain subclasses of Steckin sets of characters of an arbitrary infinite abelian group. R. C. Baker [1] has produced results in connection with the Gaussian law. We clarify and extend these results. We begin by stating the theorems we will be concerned with as they apply to sequences of independent random variables on a probability space.
Liapounovs Theorem (the Gaussian law)
. Let P be a probability measure on a probability space and let {fk}k=i be a sequence of bounded WesetSn = X»k=1 fk,Bn = (SJ=I fnf^dP)'Ä andMn = maxfc=1>2."||/JL.
Then if it is true that (i) Bn -►« as n -*■ <*>, and (ii) MnBn 1 = o(l) as n -> <*>, if follows that lim P{r:5"(0<j5"} = (2-T)-wr exp(-f2/2)<if n-»oo j-co for all real numbers y.
The function on the right side of the above equality is called the normal distribution with variance 1 and will be denoted by the symbol G^y). The theorem stated is less general than that appearing in Gnedenko but is the most appropriate formulation for our purposes.
KOLMOGOROV'S THEOREM (THE LAW OF THE ITERATED LOGARITHM).
Let £2, P, {fk}k= 1,Sn,Bnand M" be as in 1.2 
. Then if it is true that (i) B"
•-* °°, and (ii) MnB~l (log log Bn)Vi = o(l) as n -* °°, we have lim sup Sn(2B2n log log 5")_v4 = 1 a.e. [1] , [2] showed that the conclusion of 12 holds for J2 = T, the circle group, for P, normalized Haar measured on T and {fk}k=1, a sequence of trigonometric functions defined by each t G Tby fk(t) = ak cos(nfc0 + bk sin (nkt) where ak and bk are real numbers and {nk}k=1 is a Hadamard sequence of positive integers (that is, nk+1/nk > q for some real number q > 1 and all k). Note that the fks are not independent. After preliminary results were obtained by Salem and Zygmund [3] and Erdös and Gal [1] , the corresponding theorem 1.3 was proved by Mary Weiss [1] .
Salem and Zygmund
1.5. We now give a formulation of the abstract problem. Throughout this paper, unless otherwise specified, the symbol G will be used to denote an arbitrary infinite compact abelian group. X will denote normalized Haar measure on G while the character group of G, which will be taken to be a multiplicative group, will be denoted by G. Let T = {Xn}na=l be a sequence of nonempty, pairwise disjoint, finite subsets of G which are symmetric (that is, x 6 Xn implies that X-1 £ Xn). Suppose that, for a given countably infinite, symmetric subset Q of (J"=1Zn, there is defined a complex-valued function u on Q which is symmetric (that is, w(x-1) = üöö). We put Qn = Q fl Xn and set ft /ft \Vi sn=E £ "(x)x, Bn = (z Z i«öc)i2 .
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Obviously Sn, Bn and Mn depend on y, q and u but in most instances there will be no need to indicate this explicitly.
We investigate the behaviour of quadruples (G, y, q, u) in relation to the Gaussian law and the law of the iterated logarithm. Specifically, we suppose that R is a lacunary property of subsets of G and we set hr,g = &G-y> q,u):q=PU P~\ P has property R} where P~l = (x-1: x 6 It is then natural to ask for what properties R do the conclusions of 1.2 and 1.3 hold in the case when SI = G, P -X, (G, y, q, u) EHR c and/fc = 2xeßfe m(x)x-We will show that the conclusion of 1.2 holds for a certain subclass of Steckin sets but fails for other such sets and a modified law of the iterated logarithm holds to varying degrees for different subclasses of Steckin sets.
The sets examined are defined in §2 and certain properties are proved which are intimately connected with the quasi independence of the sets in question. In §3, we prove the Gaussian law for a certain lacunary property and show that it fails to hold for other properties. In §4, we introduce parts of the theory of dyadic representations of positive integers to obtain an estimate of the Lp norm of functions each of whose values at a given point is the supremum of the values of a finite number of trigonometric polynomials. Finally in §5, we utilize the results obtained in § §2 and 4 to prove a law of the iterated logarithm for lacunary sets of characters.
1.6. Throughout this paper, we denote the set of integers by Z, the positive integers by A', the real numbers by R and the complex numbers by K. We use the symbols [a, b] , ] a, b [, [a, b [ and ] a, b] for a,bER and a < b to denote the appropriate closed interval, open interval and half open intervals of real numbers. For certain subsections which will be indicated, we will use this notation to denote intervals of integers. For S any set, we write card S for the cardinality of S. For /, a real-valued function, and a ER, we write {/> a] for the set {t: f(t) >a}. For /, a nonzero complex-valued function, we denote by f~x the function f1: t -► (fit))"1. Note that for x 6 6, x-1 is tne group inverse of x-For PCG, we set P~l = (x-1: x e P)-The end of a proof will be denoted by the symbol □. The definitions which follow stem in part from Steckin's work [1 ] and are in part similar to those appearing in §10 of Edwards, Hewitt and Ross [2] . For nEN and P C G, we let S2(P, n) be the set of all functions g defined on P which take values in {-2, -1,0,1, 2} and have the properties that 2x<=P\g(x)\ = « and g(X) e {-1, 0, 1} for all x e P(2). We let St(P, n) consist of all functions in S2(P, n) which take values in {-1,0, 1}. For <pEG and / = 1 or 2, we set Sj(P. n, 0) = j* E Sj(P, n): n X*(x) -<t> I • Definitions. Let P be a nonempty subset of G such that P(> 2) n PQ> 2)"1 = 0 and let / = 1 or 2. Then we say that P has property (Rj) if there exists a positive number oj such that card Sj(P, n, 1) < cj" for all n E AT. The set of all oj > 1 which have this property clearly has a minimum element called the Rebound for P. We will say that P is a j-dissociate set if, for each n E N, the set Sj(P, n, 1) is empty. If P is the finite union of sets, each of which has the property (Rj), then we will say that P is a j-Steckin set.
2.2. Comment. Since we have S^P, n, 1) C S2(P, n, 1) for all n E N, it is clear that a set having property (R2) has property (Rx), that a 2-dissociate set is a 1-dissociate set and that a 2-Steckin set is a 1-Steckin set. However a 1-dissociate set may fail to be a 2-Steckin set. An example of such a set will be given in 3.3.
2.3. The next two lemmas yield the properties critical for the theorems that follow.
Lemma. Suppose that P CG has the property (R2) with R2-bound equal to 03 and let % be any positive number less than co-1. Further let Vbe a nonempty finite subset ofP and fa complex-valued function defined on V x {-2, -1, 0, 1, 2} such that:
(i) // x ^ V(2), then f(x, k) is nonzero only if k E {-1,0, 1}; and
Proof. For convenience, set A = {-2,-1, 0, 1, 2}. We let B be the set of all nonzero fu ictions from V into A and we set C = \gEB: n^X*(x) = l|. = n /(x,o)+ z n /(x.f(x)) n x*(x).
Recalling that fGxd\ = 5xl and integrating both sides of (2.1), we obtain L n (z f(x,mk\d\= n /(x.o)+ z n /cx,«cx».
To prove (iii), it is sufficient to show that (2.2) £ n i/fc.ittwKswa-s«)"1 n \f(x>o)\.
gee xev xev
By condition (i), a summand in the left side of (2.2) is nonzero only if g(x) G {-1, 0,1} for x€ V (2) . A functiong£Cwhich has this property belongs to S2(V, Zxevg(x), 0-Noting condition (ii) and the fact that %xBV\g(x)\ = n for g E S2(V, n, 1), we obtain
Since we have S2(V, n, 1) < card S2(P, n, 1) < co", an easy calculation yields (2.2) . □ 2.4. A similar argument yields the following:
Lemma. Suppose that P C G has the property (R,) with Rebound equal to co and let \ be a positive number less than co-1. Further let V be a finite subset of P and f a complex-valued function defined on V x {-1,0,1} such that for allx^V and kE {-1, 0,1}, we have (2.3) \f(x,Q\<!;]kl\f(x,0)\. e. dudley 2.5. For the remainder of this section, we will consider nonempty sets P C G for which i¥>2) O PQ>2)~1 = 0. We let V be any nonempty finite subset of P and we put W = W V~l. Furthermore we let u be a symmetric function defined on W and we set S=Z «(x)X, B = (Z \»(X)\2Y and Af= max|«(X)|.
There will be no necessity to indicate explicitly the dependence of S, B and M on W and n. We show that sets having the properties (Rj) or (R2) satisfy certain integral estimates critical to the proof that such sets have the iterated logarithm property and the Gaussian property.
2.6. Theorem, (a) Suppose that P has property (R2) with R2 -bound equal to co. Let e be any positive number less than 12 and suppose that 0 is any complex number such that (2.4) 48w|0|M<e.
Then the following is true:
where rj1, rj2 and rj3 are complex numbers each of which has absolute value at most equal to e. JG where ■q1 and t\2 are real numbers, each of which has absolute value at most equal to e.
2.7. Theorem. Suppose that P has property (Rt) with Rebound equal to w. Let e be any positive number less than 1 and suppose that 6 is a positive number such that 4w0Af < e. We have (1 -e) < f exp(8S)d\ < (1 + e) exp((l + e)62B2). G 2.8. Proof of 2.6(a). For |z| < J4, we have, from the power series of the log function, (2.6) exp z = (1 + z + Viz2) exp h(z) where \h(z)\ < 3|z|3.
Noting that 2|0| |«(x)l < 2|0|Af < e(24co)_1 < Vi, we write exp(05)= FI exp(0u(x)X) II exp(0«(x)x + 0«(X-1)X_1) (2.7) xsk (2) xeF(>2) = a(2)a(>2)* (2) 
XSK (2) and (2.8)
From (2.6), we conclude that
Since we are given that 48|0|M < e and since it is readily observed that B2 = SxGf(2)l"0()l2 + 2 2xeK(>2)|u(x)|2, we conclude that
xev (2) XSK (>2) <(e/4)|0|252.
Since |exp z -1|< |z| exp|z| for all z, it follows that (2.10) l*<2)(0*(>2)(0 "IK (e/4)|0|252 exp((e/4)|0|252) for all / G G.
We now estimate /GA (2)A(>2)<iA. From (2.8), we write
XGK (2) and
We estimate /GA (2)A(>2)cfX by applying 2.3. We set £ = 2|0|M and define / in the appropriate manner. It is clear that condition (i) of the lemma holds for our function / while condition (ii) is seen to hold for our choice of / and % once we observe that
< e (since 2|0|Afw < e/24 < Vi by (2.4)).
For |u| < we have the formula
We rewrite (2.11) as f A (2)
From (2.7), we have
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In view of (2.10) and (2.12), it remains to show that SG lA (2)A(>2)l^ < 4 exp(3|0|2Ä2).
By Holder's inequality, it is sufficient to show that (2.13) JG |A (2)A(>2)|2 dX < 16 exp(6|0|252).
Noting that u(x)X + "(x_1)x_1 is real for x £ VQ>2) and u symmetric, we obtain for x G VQ>2) after a routine calculation using the estimate |0| |u(x)| < \B\M < V*,
A similar calculation yields for x e P(2):
Noting (2.8), we combine these estimates to obtain
XGK (2) x JJ (1 + 12|0|2|«(x)|2 + (0 + 0)(«(X)X + u(x~ V1))-
We apply 2.3 again for % = |0|Af to obtain
XSK (2) x n a + i202i«(x)i2) XGK(>2) where rjl is necessarily real and It?1! < £co(l -£w)_1 < co|0|M(l -co|0|M)_1 <
1.
Now since 1 + jc < exp x for all x > 0, we have
Thus we have shown (2.13) and our proof is complete. □ 2.9. Proof of 2.6(b). We note that, if z is real and |z| > Vi, then, in (2.6), the function h(z) is real valued and 1 + z + Viz2 > Vi > 0. It follows from (2.8) and (2.9) that exp(-(e/4)0252) < $(2)$(>2) < exp((e/4)0252). Since and A(>2^ are greater than 0, we obtain
The desired result is obtained by combining (2.7) with (2.12) and (2.14). n 2.10. Proof of 2.7. For |z| < ti, we have (2.15) exp z = (1 + z) exp04(l + j(z))z2) where |/(z)| < |z|.
Note that if z is real then so is /(z). Noting that 20|«(x)l < 20Af < Vi, we write
Note that 0m(x)x + 0"(x_1)x-1 for x e pt>2) and w(x) for x s k(2) are real valued and have absolute value less than or equal to 20|«(x)l < 20Af. We use the bound on/(z) given in (2.15) and the fact that B2 = -SxGK(2)|«(x)l2 + 22xen>2)l"(x)l2 t0 obtain
XG^ (2) x n expC^l + j(ßu(x)x + 0«Öf V1))
XSK (2) x n exp(2(l + e)02«(x)x2) xeK(>2) < exp((l + eß2B2).
Since 1 + 6u(x)x > 34 > 0 for x s V(2) and 1 + 6u(x)x + 0"Of X)x_1 > U > 0 for x e Ff>2), we infer from (2.16) and (2.17) that
A < exp(0S) < exp((l + e)0252)A where
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xev (2) xeK (>2) It remains to observe that 2.4 can be used to evaluate fGAd\. We obtain fGAdk = 1 + t] where |tj| < 0Mco(l -6Mco)~l. □ 2.11. An upper bound for fG exp(6S)d\ is easily computed using Holder's inequality for the case in which P is a 2-Steckin set and 0 > 0.
Corollary.
Suppose that Pis a 2-SteSkin set which is the union of m sets PVP2,..., Pm, each Pk having the property (R2) with R2-bound equal to cofc. Letoi = maxfc=1>2.mcofc. Let e be any positive number less than 12 and suppose that 0 is a positive number such that 48ooM6M < e. It follows that (2.18) f exp(0S)ciX < (1 + e) exp((w/2)02fi2(l + e)).
Proof. We write V = \Jm=lVk where Vk CPfc. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that this union is a disjoint union of nonempty sets. Setting wk = vk u vk 1 >we defme Sk = £ "(X)X> Bk = ( £ \"(X)l2Y and Mk = max \u(y)\. We apply 2.6(b) to obtain f exp(meBk)dk < (1 + e) exp(^w202fi^(l + e)).
J G
We rewrite this as (2.20) ||exp(m0Sfc)||J/m < (1 + e)1'"1 expC/im0252(l + e)).
Since we have exp(05) = nm=1 (exp(w05fc))1/m, we can apply (12. Corollary. Suppose that P is a l-Steckin set which is the union of m setsPv P2,..., Pm, each Pk having property (/?,) with Rebound equal to 03k. Put co = maxfc=12 j mcofc. Let e be any positive number less than 1 and suppose 198 e. dudley that 6 is a positive number such that 4uM8M < e. We have (2.21) f exp(05)cfX < (1 + e) exp((l + e)md2B2).
2.13. The inequalities (2.18) and (2.21) are those used to prove our version of the law of iterated logarithm. It will prove convenient to formulate the following definition.
Definition. A nonempty set of characters P such that P(>2) n i>f>2)-1 = 0 is said to be ^-bounded by a positive number 0 if there exist positive numbers kv k2 and k3, such that the following property holds. Given a finite nonempty subset V of P, a symmetric function u defined on W = V U K-1 and a positive number e less than kt, then if 0 is a positive number such that k26M < e, we have f exp(6S)dX < k3 exp(0(l + e)62B2).
2.14. We reformulate 2.11 and 2.12 as: Theorem, (a) A 2-Steckin set which is the union of m sets having the property (R2) is ^-bounded by Vim. Theorem. Suppose that P is ^-bounded by 0. Let V be a finite nonempty subset of P and suppose that u is a symmetric function defined on W = KU V~x. Let e be a positive number such that k2M < e. Then for any real number y, we have \{S >y}<k3 exp(0(l + e)62B2 -6y).
Proof. The proof follows readily from the inequality: \{S>y] exp(6y) < / exp(6S)d\. □ 3 3.1. We now prove the Gaussian law for sets having the property (R2) and show that it can fail for the union of two such sets and for sets having the property (Ri).
Theorem. Let T = {Xn}^=1 be as described in 1.5. Suppose that P C \J^=1Xn is a countably infinite set having the property (R2) with R2-bound equal to to. Let u be a symmetric function defined on Q = PU P~l and suppose Proof. Setting F": y -► X{5" <_y.fi,,}, we define the characteristic function /" of Fn by the formula:
Since exp(-riu2) is the characteristic function of G^y), in order to prove our theorem, it suffices to show that, for any A > 0, hm"^.0" /"(") = exp(-Vtu2) uniformly for \u\ <A (see Gnedenko [1, §38] ). Let e be any positive number less than 12. Choose n€EN such that 48coAM".ß-1 < e for all n > ne. For each n> ne and each u such that \u\ < A, we apply 2.6(a) to the set V = \Jk=1Pk where Pk = Xk n F, for e as given and for 0 = /«fi^1. We obtain where t?,, t,2 and rj3 depend on n and u but have absolute value less than e. Clearly we have lim"_>00 /"(«) = exp(-&«2) uniformly for |u| </l as required. □ 3.2. We now produce an example to show that the Gaussian law fails for a set which is the union of two 2-dissociate sets. Let G = Z(2)JV', the set of all sequences x = {Xf}JLx of elements of {0, 1} with componentwise addition modulo 2 as the group operation. For F a nonempty finite subset of N, we define the character For each / e N, we set Xf = {x(l, / + 1), x(/' + !)}• We let P = {x(l, / + 1), XÜ+ 1): jEN}. Clearly we have ß = P U P~l = P and Qk = Q n Xk = Xk.
Further note that Q is the union of the 2-dissociate sets {x(/ + 1): j EN} and txO»/ + 1): j €N}-Let u be the function which is identically equal to 1 on Q. We observe that, for x E Z (2) = fc + fcxj2 £ X(l +/)<75" I while, for y < 0, we obtain X{S" < j2?"} = 54xj 2 £ x(l + f) <yBn j.
Since {x(l + /): / E N} is a 2-dissociate set, we apply 3.1 to conclude that ü + ÜG^TT^y) if ^ > 0,
Note that the function on the right side of the above expression is discontinuous at zero. 3.3. A similar example shows that the Gaussian law fails to hold for 1-dissociate sets. Let G = Z(4) x Z(2f'. Each element x of G can be expressed in the form x = (x0, x1) where x0 E {0, 1, 2, 3} and x1 E Z(2)N. Let X/ be the character X/' (x0, x1) -■> ix°X(/)(x1)-Thus we readily calculate that \2xOXx1) ifxo = 0, 0 Xj(x0,x1) + x,1(x0,x1) = if x0 = 1 or 3, -2x(/)(x1) ifx0 = 2.
The set P = ty: j EN) is easily shown to be a 1-dissociate set but it fails to be a 2-Steckin set. (Observe that x2X/t2 = 1 for all/, k EN.) A similar argument to the one given in 3.2 shows that the Gaussian law fails for the set P. 4.1. In this section, we suppose that T = {A^}"-! is a partition of a countably infinite subset of G by finite nonempty symmetric sets. Further we let Q be an infinite symmetric subset of U"=i and we let u be a symmetric function defined on Q. We will obtain an estimate for max (Sr-Sm):
r:m<r<m+p for m, p EN, s > 2, in the cases where Q is a Aq set for all q > 2. This will enable us to show that max \Sr(2B2r log log BrT* -S (2B2 log log B T* \ License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use lacunary sets of characters 201 can be made small almost everywhere for a suitable sequence {pk}k=1 and large k. In establishing our result, we use properties of the dyadic representations of positive integers. We refine a technique used by Revesz [1] in his proof of the law of the iterated logarithm for equinormed strongly multiplicative systems. We will agree that all intervals used in this section are intervals of integers. For k E N, we set Ek = {{5,.}*-*: Sj = 0 or 1 and 50 = 0}. Further since 8\ = 8k for k = 0, 1, .. ., r -1 and 6r = 1, it is clear that the right endpoint of the above interval is at most equal to p and the interval is consequently an element of £2r. Part (i) is thus established.
To conclude that (ii) is true, we observe that the sets contained in Slk are mutually disjoint sets (that is, if A(0) < A'(0) for A, A' EEk, then A(l) < A'(0)). 4.5. We now suppose that P is a As set for all s > 2 and let g = P U P-1.
Note that Q is also a A, set for all s > 2 by (37.21Xa) of Hewitt and Ross, Vol.
II [2] . Since a 1-Steclcin set is a Sidon set (see Rider [1] ), it will be a As set for all s > 1 by (37.10) of Hewitt and Ross, Vol. II. Hence our results will be valid whenever P is a 1-Steclcin set.
Theorem. For each s>2, there exists a constant 0S > 0 dependent only on s such that \\T\m, n,U A)\\s<<ps(B2m+M1)-B2m+^0)).
Proof. Since Tim, n, f, A) is a trignometric polynomial of elements of Q, there exists, by (37.7) of Hewitt and Ross, Vol. II, a constant 04 > 0 such that \\T{m, «, /, A)||2s < <t>s\\T(m, n, j, A)\\2. Our result follows since r was selected arbitrarily. □ 4.7. We now piece together 4.5 and 4.6 to obtain the key theorem in this section.
Theorem. Let p EN and s>2.
Then setting As = 0ä(log 2)~2 where <ps is the constant appearing in 4.5, we have max (Sr -Sm)' <As(\og(2p))2(B2m+p-B2m)
Proof. Choose n EN such that 2" 1 <p < 2". It is easily seen that (4.2) n log 2 < log(2p).
Using the inequality established in 4.6, we obtain 5 5.1. We now proceed to give the statement and proof of a law of the iterated logarithm for lacunary sets of characters. We recall the description of the problem given in 1.5. Before stating our key theorem, we need the following definition.
Definition. Let T, Q and u be given. Suppose that {nk}k=1 is an increasing sequence of positive integers such that log nfe(logBn)V* = 0(1) as k -> °° for some y > 0.
Then if ß > 0 is the greatest lower bound for all such 7, the sequence {nk}k=1 is called a 0-sequence with respect to T, Q and u. 5.2. Theorem. Let P be a countably infinite subset of G which is a Aq set for all q>2 and is ^-bounded by some positive number <p (see 2.13). Set Noting 2.14, we have 0 = Vim in (5.1) when P is a 2-Steckin set which is the union of m sets having the property (R2), and 0 = m in (5.1) when P is a 1-Steckin set which is the union of m sets having the property (Rt).
5.3. We accomplish the proof of 5.2 by a succession of lemmas. In each of these lemmas, we suppose that T, Q and u are given and that Q = P U P'1. In addition we suppose that u satisfies conditions I and II as stated in 5.2.
For notational convenience, we set Tn = (2B2n log log Bn)Vl for n EN.
Lemma. Let y ER; a, ß> 0 and r EN. Suppose that P is ^-bounded by <j> and let {pk}k=1 be a sequence of positive integers with the property that for We set y = ((20)'/2cT1/2 + t?)7/Pfc. Noting (5.5) and substituting for 0pfc (see (5.6)) and y in (5.7), we obtain after a straightforward calculation rk < *3(iog 5^)-(<*~1+'?(20r1'*a-5*)
It follows by (4.2) that, for / > /, and 0 < / < r, rrj+e < k3Qog i^p-c«-1*^*)-*«-*)
However, noting (5.3), we have for j > jx > j0 ßja + 7 > W* + HpVo + 7 > Kßja.
We conclude that for;' > j\ and 0 < / < r License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use lacunary sets of characters
It follows that ! Tfc < 00 and hence we have 7a1<(20)*cT* A similar argument using the function -u instead of u yields:
hm sup SpT;} < (20)*oT* + 77 a.e.
Urn sup -S" T~} < (20)*a"* + 7? a.e.
Thus we conclude that lim sup \Sp\T;1 < (20)*a"v'2 + r? a.e.
k-*°° ^ k yk
Our lemma follows since 77 can be made arbitrarily small. □ 5.4. Comment. If for each nEN,v/e have Bn > exp(«"), then we can apply 5.3 to conclude that lim supn_>00 )Sn\T~l = 0 a.e. It is not obvious that this may occur if the rate of increase of the Bn's is restricted by condition II placed on u. However, if u is identically equal to 1 on Q, we have Mn = 1 and B\ = 25J=1 card Qk. Condition II is clearly satisfied and by choosing the sequence T = {Xn}™=1 in such a way that card Qn > exp(2n") we find that Hm sup"_ \SJT~1 = 0 a.e.
If we specify that card Qn =0(1) as « -► °°, then an argument which we outline below shows that Bn < exp ß" for some ß > 0 and hence 5.3 will not permit us to conclude that lim supn_voo \SJT~1 < 1 a.e. If card ß" < 5 for all nEN, then it follows readily from the definition that Mn > 5_1(52 -■ß2._i)V4-If BnB~it is not bounded in n, it will follow that MnB~x does not approach 0 thus contravening condition II. However, for BnB~it = 0(1) as n -► °°, we readily conclude that Bn < exp(ß") for some ß > 0.
5.5. We now choose a sequence {pk}k=1 satisfying (5.2) where a < 1 can be chosen in such a way that 4.7 can be used to show that f5 8.
The choice of a will depend on the rate of growth of Bn with respect to n. The straightforward procedure would be to define pk by pk = min{« EN: B2> exp(fca)}. This is inadequate since in order to show (5.8) we require that (Bjk+l -fip^Xexpffc + l)a -exp(A:ar1) be bounded for all k. In general this is not possible but for an appropriate choice of {pk}k=1 we can assure boundedness for all k such that pk+l > pk + 1 and this is sufficient.
Lemma. Let a € [0, 1] and P be as in 5.3. Then there exists a strictly increasing sequence {PjYjLi of positive integers with the following properties. We define the sequence {nij}J=l of positive integers by setting It is possible that Ak is empty for some k G N. We observe that if/, G ^4fcj, /2 G ylfc2 and fcj < k2 then ;'j < j2. For each G JV, we define <72fc-i = min U Ajt and <72fc = !maxi4fc if.
It is clear that {qk}k=1 is a nondecreasing sequence with the property that (5.11) q2k+i <q2k + 1 for all* GM
Choose k0 EN such that k0 > 2 • 2(1_tt)-1. We let {pfc}t=1 be the increasing sequence of distinct elements of {qk}k=k0-To show that (1) holds, we first observe that p2j > q2/-for ail j EN. Since q2j E A, for some / >/, we conclude from (5.10) that BP2j > B\2. > exp(/). It follows that m2j > j (see (5.9)).
In order to prove (2) , it suffices to show that our sequence {pk}k=l satisfies (5.2) for ß = y = 0 and r = 2j. For k > 2j, we have pk > p2-and hence B2pk>B22j>exV(m^) (note (5.9)) >exp(;-a) (by part (1)).
The inequality BPk > exp(H/a) holds for k > 2] and part (2) is thereby proved. Finally we turn to (3) . For all k ENv/e have pk = qn and pk+1 = qh + 1 where h = max{/ EN: pk = qt). Noting (5.11), we infer that if pk+1 >pk + 1, then qh+l > qn + 1 and hence h is odd. Thus we conclude that for each kEN such that pk+ j > pk + 1, there exists JEN such that pk = <72/._j and pk+1 = q2j. It foUows that Aj + 0 since ?2/-i ^ ^2/ anc^ therefore (5.12) exp(/a) < B2Pk <B2Pk+i< exp((/ + If).
We have B2Pk+, -tf2^ < exp(/ + If -exp(/a). We have / > H(2/ -1) > 2(1-0)-! by construction of {pk}k=l and a simple argument which we omit yields:
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The proof of part (3) is complete since it is clear from (5.9) and (5.12) that mk=j. u 5.6. Before proving 5.2, we require a technical lemma.
Lemma. Suppose that for a given sequence T = {Xn}^=l of finite nonempty pairwise disjoint symmetric subsets of G and a strictly increasing sequence {nk}k=1 of positive integers, we define a new sequence = {Xl)k=i where X\ = UX: and X\= \J X. fork>\.
If corresponding to the terms Sn, Bn and Mn defined with respect to T, we define S\, B\ and M\ with respect to T^, then the following properties hold:
(1) Si = S"k, B\ = B"k and Ml = M"k; Proof. The proof is easy and is omitted. 5.7. Proof of 5.2. In view of 5.6, we may suppose that {nk}k=l is the sequence {«}"= j. For e > 0 and y > ß given, we set a = (1 + 2y + e)-1. Then if {pk}k=1 is a sequence of positive integers having the properties (1), (2) and (3) of 5.5 for this choice of a, we readily deduce from the second of these properties that if it is true that then it will follow that lim sup ISJ7T1 < (20)*(1 + 2y + e)Vl a.e. n-+Õ ur proof will be complete since e > 0 and y > ß are arbitrarily chosen.
We begin by showing that ■ As(log(2(pk+l-pk)))HBlk+i-Blk)
where As is the constant appearing in 4.7. We rewrite this inequality as f max (S"-Sn)2sd\
JG n:Plr<n<pkJ.t n pk' (5.18) <^(iog(20fc+1 -Pk))?°(ßik+i-Blj.
We estimate for k>kQ:
log(2(pfc+j -pk)) < log(2pfc+ j) < 2 log pk+ j (5.19) <2B(logBPk+i)a for some B > 0 (see 5.1) = 2-2-*B(logB2Pk+ir.
Noting (5.17) and (5.9), we have for k > k0 such that pk+1 > pk + 1.
log(5pfc+i) < log(B2Pk + 2cmlr1 exp«)) < log(exp(K + If) + 2mTX exP«» and that
Tp-2s = 2-sBp-2s(loglogBpkr < 2-I(expK))-I(log log exp(HffJprs < (exp«))-*.
Thus we obtain f max (5w-5p )2irp2sciX<^0m^<^0m^ (see (5.15)).
•'yr n:pk^n<pk+i * * Summing for k > k0 and noting 5.5(2), we obtain £ f max (sn-srr;l> TZ**d\<°°.
We apply the monotone convergence theorem to obtain (5.14). Having established (5.14), we conclude the proof by showing (5.13) to be true. We let H = |f E G: Üm_sup IS^WII^ < (2<j>faA and lim max \S(t\-S (t)\T~l = oi.
By 5.5(2) and (5.14), we conclude that \(H) -I. Let tj > 0 and t EH. Choose k(t) E N such that
(ii) mjp < (l/8)(20)-*a_14 for k > k(t) (note that mk -+ °° by 5.5(1)), (hi) maXjfc>k(f) ISp^Oirp"1 < 2(20),/ja-*, and (iv) max":pfc<"<pft+1 |5"(0 -SPkif)\Tpkx < t?/2 for * > k(t). Our proof will be complete once we show for k > k(i) that n-Pk<n<Pk+1 '5pÄ
-Wl<* Clearly we may suppose that pfc+1 > pk + 1. Let n be any number such that pk < n < pk+,. Then since TPfc < r", we have (52i) < LsPfcrp-» -sPk{t)T? I + r-1 isPfc(o -sn(t)\ < IV')l(7p~* -r-1) + rp-' isPfc(o -s"(oi.
A simple calculation yields for Bpk~> exp e, Substituting this in (5.21), we obtain \sPk(t)T;l-sn(t)T;l\ < \SPk(t)\T^B;l(Blk+1 -Blk) + r-> |5Pfc(r) -*"(,)! Thus we see that our function u satisfies conditions I and II if
(1) Bn -> °°, and
(ii) maxk=1." ETn2(B2k-52_x) log logBn = o(l) as n This observation enables us to deduce that in the case where u satisfies conditions I and II, {«}~=1 may be a /3-sequence for a given ß > 0 or may fail to be a /3-sequence for any ß > 0. Specifically we have:
(a) if Bn = exp(log w)1"3 for some ß > 0, then u satisfies conditions I and II and {h}~= ! is a /3-sequence;
(b) if Bn = exp(exp(log log n)2) then u satisfies conditions I and II and {n}"=1 is a 0-sequence; (c) if Bn -log n, then u satisfies conditions I and II and {n}^= t fails to be a /3-sequence for any ß > 0.
The verification of these claims is straightforward and we omit it.
(2) In the cases where ß = 0, the upper bounds given for the lim sup in 5.2 are the best possible for P, a 2-Ste5kin set and P, a 1-Steckin set. To see this, we examine the example given in 3.2. However, instead of setting u identically equal to 1, we define u to be a function u: x(l»/ + 1) ~* "/ which satisfies conditions I and II and for which {«}~=1 is a 0-sequence. (For instance, set «, = 2?! and un = (B2 -•ß2,_1)V4 where Bn = exp(exp(log log «)2) as in (b) above.)
We note that if x e Z(2f is such that xt = 0, then 5"(x) = 2 |; «/X(/+l) (x) and Bn = 2^£ u2^.
It is easily verified that {y/j + 1): / G AO is an independent set of functions on Z(2)N and we can apply 1.3 to conclude that for xx -0, lim sup S"(xX252loglog5")-* n-*oo = 2* tim sup £ xii + l)(x) /=i x «/yoglog^f = 2% for almost all x such that xt = 0.
A similar result is obtained for an arbitrary finite union of 2-dissociate sets viz.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use LACUNARY SETS OF CHARACTERS 213 there exists a set P which is the union of m 2-dissociate sets such that for some T and u, we have lim sup Sn(2B2n log log BnTVl = mVl />-+<» on a set of positive measure. In this case, we examine the set P = U ™ l {X(P}. k + n):kEN} where Fv ..., Fm are distinct subsets of {1,2,..., m) and compute the Urn sup on the set {x 6 Z(2y: xt = x2 = • • • = xm = 0}. A similar analysis using the example given in 3.3 yields that the upper bound given in 5.2 is attained for a set having the property (Ry). Obviously we can extend this result to the finite union of sets having property (Rt) in the manner suggested above.
(3) As remarked in 5.4, no positive lower bound for the lim sup exists unless we impose the restriction that card Xn be bounded for all n. In any case, no such bound exists for the examples given in (2) since for these we have Sn = 0 on a set of positive measure. In the case where card Xn is bounded for all n and P is a set having the property (R2) (in particular a 2-dissociate set), we might expect a positive lower bound to exist in view of the fact that these sets are precisely the sets that satisfy the Gaussian law.
(4) For the special case where G = T, the circle group, our result 5.2 is only partially comparable with Mary Weiss's theorem (see 1.4) . It is well known that the dual group G, in this case, is isomorphic to the additive group Z. We observe that a 2-dissociate set {nk: k E N) is one for which ZkGF eknk & 0 if F is a nonempty finite subset of N and ek = ± 2, ± 1. It is readily shown that a Hadamard set {nk: k E N) of positive integers for which nk+l/nk>3 for all k E N is a 2-dissociate set and any Hadamard set is the finite union of sets of this kind. However, a 2-dissociate set may fail to be the finite union of Hadamard sets (see Hewitt and Zuckerman [1] ). Clearly our results apply to a larger class of lacunary sets than does Mary Weiss's theorem though our conclusions are weaker. It should also be noted that our results work for any partition T of Z into finite symmetric sets whereas Mary Weiss's results are shown for the natural ordering of N.
